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Background 

Low physical activity levels are a major public health issue. 

Understanding the psychological factors involved in  

exercise initiation and adherence could improve advice to 

would-be exercisers, and help us design better interventions. 

 

Longitudinal studies have found that baseline affective  

responses during exercise predict future exercise behaviour 

(e.g. Williams et al., 2008). However, there is a gap in our 

knowledge of how affective responses during exercise 

change with experience.  

 

Rose and Parfitt (2010) collected qualitative data during  

an exercise session to explore cognitive factors  

associated with affective responses to exercise.   

Understanding why people are feeling the way they do  

during exercise could improve  the design of interventions  

targeting affective responses.  For example, helping  

exercisers to change their interpretation of physical cues,  

or their attentional focus.  

 

Most studies of affective responses to exercise use a lab  

environment.  However, affective responses are likely to  

differ in more natural settings (DaSilva et al., 2011). There is 

therefore a need for more ecologically-valid studies. 

 

Objectives 
The proposed study looks at beginner exercisers in a  

natural environment, examining how their affective  

responses during exercise change with time, and how  

these relate to future exercise behaviour. 

Methodology 
 

Qualitative 
 

Talk-aloud protocol 

Participants recorded giving their 

affective responses every 5 

minutes during exercise 

 

Participants  asked to talk about 

why they have given those ratings 

 

Analysis 

Thematic analysis of responses:  

do they change with experience? 

Are different themes found in a 

natural setting compared with a 

lab?  See below for example 

themes found by Rose and Parfitt 

(2010) 

 

Quantitative 
 

Questionnaires 

Demographics 

Current physical activity level 

 

Physical measures 

Body mass index 

Waist and hip measurements 

Blood pressure and resting 

heart rate 

 

Affect measure 

Feeling Scale (measure of  

affective valence, see below) 

Given before, after and every  

5 minutes during exercise  

Example themes from Rose and  

Parfitt’s  (2010) qualitative study  

Exercise outcomes Focus of attention  

Perception of ability Anticipation of end 

Perception of control Achievement 

Self-monitoring of  

exercise intensity  

Awareness of  

interoceptive cues 

 
Very  

Bad 
Neutral 

Very 

Good 

 
+5 

Feeling Scale 

-5 0 

Methodology cont.  
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Participants 
Participants (n=60) will be members of beginners’ running 

groups. Groups usually run as 8-12 week courses in a park or 

other outdoor venue.  A running leader coordinates the  

sessions, starting with run/walk intervals and increasing  

distance and speed over the weeks.  Participants will be  

beginners or returners to exercise.  

Timepoints 
Quantitative and qualitative data will be collected at the 

first and last group sessions. 6 months after the first session, 

participants will be sent a link to an online questionnaire to 

find out their current activity levels.  
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